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Corporate Sustainability 
Simplify and streamline organizational sustainability reporting and management  

Companies are increasingly focused on sustainability as stakeholders across the value chain prioritize Environmental, 
Social and Governance goals. B2B customers, end-users, employees, business partners, governments and NGOs and, more 
recently, investors are all interested in understanding and evaluating a company’s sustainability performance. Collecting, 
managing and disclosing corporate data is a complex challenge, because data comes from many different sources 
throughout a company and demands accuracy. At the same time, there are a multitude of new and changing disclosure 
standards to track and respond to. With the growing pressure to manage sustainability, companies are increasingly setting 
and disclosing ambitious goals. As a result, they need to identify potential gaps in their efforts to achieve their goals and to 
establish measures to improve performance.  

Rely on the world’s leading corporate sustainability 
software

Sphera’s Corporate Sustainability solution enables professional sustainability reporting and advanced performance 
management. With automated data collection, powerful reporting tools, advanced planning features as well as the most 
comprehensive source of sustainability data available globally, it makes disclosure and performance management efficient, 
precise and easy.
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Our corporate sustainability software provides a solution at scale for large organizations based on deep expertise and 
a wide variety of customer situations. It helps you respond to a multitude of reporting frameworks and stakeholder 
initiatives and builds a strong foundation for companies that need to comply with the new ESG framework that 
accompanies increased investor interest. It enables you to provide sustainability information in a professional and 
transparent way to complement financial reporting, using insights to improve corporate sustainability performance.

Our solutions for Corporate Sustainability

From best-in-class sustainability and ESG reporting  
to performance management

Sphera helps companies manage reporting and compliance and improve performance through a series of steps for 
managing sustainability across an enterprise.

Reporting and Compliance 
Helps to establish transparent audit-proof sustainability management and reporting to reduce risk of non-compliance and 
related financial consequences. 

Automated data capture and fully transparent metrics and audit trails make it easier to profile risks and identify 
opportunities for improving efficiency. 

Performance Management and Improvement
Identifies gaps between targets and actual performance, allowing you to focus on improving the most important strategic 
areas and uses monitoring tools to track if an execution plan will lead to expected outcomes. 

Helps to improve sustainability performance by making information easily accessible to all stakeholders, giving them the 
knowledge to make better business decisions.
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ABOUT SPHERA 
Sphera is the leading global provider of Integrated Risk Management software and information services with a focus on Environment 
Health, Safety & Sustainability (EHS&S), Operational Risk Management and Product Stewardship. Sphera has advanced Operational  
Excellence for more than 30 years, serving companies and customers across the globe to create a safer, more sustainable and  
productive world.

www.sphera.com

Contact us to learn more about Sphera’s Corporate Sustainability or EHS&S solutions. 

sphera.com/contact-us

The best value in Environment, Health, Safety,  
and Sustainability
Our Corporate Sustainability solution, available on the SpheraCloud™ platform is:

Cost-effective 

Sphera’s platform-approach 
to risk management reduces 

costs and improves your 
journey to Integrated Risk 

Management.

ROI-focused

Achieve fast digital return 
on your investment with 

standardized templates and 
configurable workflows that 

will have you up and  
running quickly.

Globally Supported 

Designed from the ground 
up for enterprisewide 

implementations on a global 
scale, receive superior 

care during and after your 
implementation.

• Improve future access to capital 

• Reduce potential sustainability risks across  
   your enterprise 

• Increase corporate reputation and brand equity 

• Improve efficiency of reporting and  
   performance improvement 

• Proactively manage compliance

Corporate sustainability delivers real benefits

http://www.sphera.com 
http://sphera.com/contact-us/

